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Bigger does not mean smarter
Switzerland at the top

Innovation, along with other social factors

ranked ten nations, with Switzerland at the
topmost rank. The two heavyweights that
manage to sneak among them are the United
Kingdom, number 2, and the United States,
number 6. In short, the 2014 ranking offers
more of the same: a shining performance by a
bunch of smaller, developed economies.
The chart is structured by income group
affiliation, showing by a red line the median GII
for each of the four income groups. It becomes
obvious that innovation is more likely to be
higher in wealthy economies (HI group) than in

life, is ruled not by distributive justice, but by
positive feedback — the higher the
development level, the more likely to be highly
innovative. Poorer countries will have a hard
time to catch up with the already wealthier
ones, and, other things remaining the same,
the gaps are more likely to widen than the
contrary.
The much emphasized "economies of scale",
allegedly capable of providing large
economies with intrinsic efficiency and cost
advantages, are nothing but a mirage,
distracting from the true drivers of prosperity

Eight small countries appear among the top such as public health, education or quality of
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and quality of life. Being big and heavy may be
useful if the goal is to cause harm, as in a fist
fight — a graphic illustration is provided by the
current state of African, Middle Eastern or
Central Asian affairs, where the western
powers have poured their military might to try
and crush mushrooming rebellions.
The case is altogether distinct if the goal is to
build progress, wellbeing and quality of life for
the people. As the GII suggests, elephantine
size does not make anyone smarter. It is
ludicrous that the EU (European Union), self
satisfied with its own plumpness, could ever
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dream of becoming "the most competitive and
dynamic knowledgebased economy in the
world capable of sustainable economic growth
with more and better jobs and greater social
cohesion" by 2010. This socalled 2000 Lisbon
Strategy, highly publicized before the 2008
world crisis, has been kept strictly hushhush
thereafter. EU leaders have good reasons to
feel discomfited. In 2015, while EU keeps
struggling for survival, the neighboring and
small Switzerland achieves a much enviable
performance for its people, its economy and its
innovativeness. ◙

Twenty one high performers

endowed with a plethora of natural resources.
Six big countries manage to sneak in the
The scatter chart (Fig.2, see also Table 2) of group: Canada, France, Germany, Japan,
the innovation score for HI (high income)
United Kingdom, and
economies as a
the United States.
function of the GDP
Even amongst high
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innovative countries,
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likes
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score (horizontal) — Fig.2: High income level countries innovation
quadrant,
thus
50.44.
performance as a function of GDP per capita.
corroborating the idea
The top right quadrant
that you do not have to
includes countries that have both GDP per be super rich to shine as innovation is
capita and innovation score above median. concerned.
They are the high performers. This 21strong
group is mainly populated by small or very The laggards appear in the lowerright
small countries such as Luxembourg, Iceland, quadrant, and they include such oilrich
Finland or Switzerland, most of which are not biggies as Kuwait, Qatar or the United Arab
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Emirates, Indeed, their innovation scores are realm of innovation — being penniless is
disappointingly below the median. Living on a surely a hindrance; but owning lavish
rent does not appear to be a strong enough resources may not help a lot either. ◙
stimulus to induce high performance. In the
Strong association between GII
scores and GDP

Poor countries may perform well

The

analysis of
The logarithmic chart
residuals
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difference between the
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instead of the raw
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clarity, better showing
Moldova,
China,
the scatter of the data Fig.3: Strong correlation between GII and GDP.
Uganda, Viet Nam,
around the line of fit
Estonia, Kenya, United
(straight red line).
Kingdom,
Malawi,
Mongolia and Rwanda.
The association between the scores and the
With
the
exception
of
China, Estonia and the
GDP per capita is strong (correlation
coefficient r = 0.82 for the raw values, 0.83 for United Kingdom, all these countries have GDP
their log values). The variation of the per capita below 50% of the median. It is thus
that comparatively poor
innovation index is largely explained by the established
economies
may
succeed in achieving
variation of the GDP per capita (determination
coefficient R² = 0.67 for the raw data, and 0.70 relatively high innovation scores.
for the log values). In this respect, the year At the opposite end, residuals expose the
2014 is quite in line with the preceding years. poor innovation performance of countries
The GII ranking chart, also shows how median whose GDP entitlement should justify higher
innovation indexes are higher in countries that scores. The ten worst performers are in
enjoy higher GDP. However, this does not tell descending order: Sudan, Myanmar, Brunei,
the full story, as shown by the scatter of the Venezuela, Algeria, Kuwait, Angola, Togo,
data points around the straight line in the log Trinidad and Tobago and Yemen. Half of these
chart.
countries enjoy GDP per capita above the
median. ◙
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As you sow, so shall you reap

order are China, Malta, Switzerland,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Iceland,
As regards innovation, the more countries
Hungary, Czech Republic, Germany
sow, the more they are likely to reap. The
and
Sweden.
chart (Fig.4, see also Table 4) shows the
• Lower left quadrant: the havenots.
scatter of the innovation output of 143
These countries can only apply below
countries as a function of their innovation
median inputs, thus achieving below
input. The two factors are closely associated:
median outputs.
the
correlation
Destitute
coefficient r = 0.87,
economies of
and the determination
Africa,
Asia,
coefficient R² = 0.76,
and
Latin
meaning that the
America prevail
variation of output is
in this quadrant,
explained up to 76%
the top ten by
by the variation of the
efficiency
input.
descending
order
being
Comparative
Venezuela,
performances
Nigeria, Côte
To better illustrate the
d'Ivoire,
relative efficiency of
Pakistan, Sri
the reporting countries,
Lanka, Senegal,
the chart is divided into Fig.4: Innovation efficiency is given by the ratio
Kenya,
Mali,
four quadrants by the innovation output over innovation input.
Angola
and
input median (40.29,
Ghana.
red vertical line), and the output median
• Lower right quadrant: the laggards.
(29.27, red horizontal line).
These countries, although using above
• Top left quadrant: those countries that
median inputs, achieve only a low
extract a superior output (above median
innovation output, suggesting a waste
) from their below median input — they
of opportunities. They are, ranked by
are the efficiency champions, and they
efficiency descending order, Georgia,
include in descending efficiency order
Colombia, Montenegro, Peru, Bahrain,
Moldova, Turkey, Ukraine, Viet Nam,
Lebanon,
Kazakhstan,
Oman,
Armenia, Jordan, Serbia, Indonesia,
Botswana, Albania, Brunei Darussalam,
Argentina, Kuwait, India, Dominican
Fiji. ◙
Republic
and
Uruguay.
• Top right quadrant: we find here the
rich and efficient countries, capable of
obtaining above median outputs by
using above median inputs. The ten top
countries, by descending efficiency
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Table 1: GII (global innovation index) scores.
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Table 2: GII for HI (high income)
countries.
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Table 3: Correlation of innovation with GDP per capita.
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Table 4: Innovation efficiency scores.
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